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I should like to end as I began, by exhorting Singaporeans to take
more interest in the history of their country — its founding,
development and progress. They will then realize the magnitude of
the problems that have had to be faced, and the great achievements
that have been accomplished.
— Goh Keng Swee
(“150 Years of Singapore”, 1 August 1969)
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FOREWORD

Dr Goh was the foremost among the architects of the
transformation of Singapore
— Press Statement from Prime Minister’s Office,
14 May 2010.

One month before Dr Ooi Kee Beng delivered his manuscript to
the publisher, Dr Goh Keng Swee breathed his last.
Dr Goh’s death triggered an interesting phenomenon in
Singapore. On the one hand, a profusion of tributes to the great
man, from high and low, arose from many who had worked with
him or, as contemporaries, were familiar with his achievements.
Yet, at the other end of the age-spectrum, say, among the under40s, there was bemused surprise at that outpouring of acclaim.
A sign of collective amnesia among the younger half of the
citizenry? Not really. They just may not have learned of Dr Goh,
for reasons that are suggested below; or their ears did not prick
up when his name or accomplishments earlier came up.
One reason is that Dr Goh was out of the public eye for some
15 years or more before his death. He did his job, retired, and had
a clean break with politics. During his years of active service,
Dr Goh’s mission, as the book demonstrates in unmistakable
terms, was to throw himself wholeheartedly into the tasks at

vii
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Foreword

hand. Not for him the development of a personality cult. He did
not obsess over what the history books might want to say about
him. He knew that his actions and their results spoke for
themselves. And he understood the ancient Roman maxim: Sic
transit gloria mundi.
The second reason that the younger generation may not
have come up to speed on Dr Goh is the palpable state of the
teaching of history in schools. Maybe, steps are now being taken
to improve the situation. Time will tell. Perhaps the timeliness of
publication of this book, so soon after Dr Goh left this earthly
world, will stimulate interest among Singaporeans not only in its
subject matter, but our nation’s history.
What did Dr Goh do to justify the description by Prime
Minister Lee Hsien Loong in the tribute quoted above? Dr Goh’s
work is normally divided into three compartments — finance
and economic growth, defence, and education — corresponding
to the three ministries he headed over a span of 25 years. Yet, his
record in those three vital areas is not the sum and substance of
what he did for Singapore. His reach penetrated virtually every
area of public life. He was the ultimate policy wonk. But not just
that. Because of his intellectual prowess, innovative turn of mind,
and common sense combined with a degree of chutzpah, he
enjoyed a moral authority that enabled him, as the saying goes,
to punch above his weight. Far above his weight.
What he did, as Dr Ooi patiently and penetratingly exposes,
shaped Singapore’s destiny. And what he did not, or more
accurately what he prevented, was equally significant. Seductive
ideas and proposals always emerge from ministries and elsewhere.
Particularly in those early days of straitened resources, someone
with the clarity of thinking, cogency of exposition, and moral
integrity of a Dr Goh was needed to sift the wheat from the chaff.
The need for judgement of that calibre is still valid. Always.
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Leadership in government is essentially the practice of the art
of making choices. Choices not just of policies, programmes and
projects, important as they may be. There are also choices of
governance: the type of governance system adopted taking into
account the circumstances of time and place; the values the
leadership wishes to espouse; and the pertinence of concepts
such as justice, egalitarianism, civil rights, the rights of the
individual, the environment, as well as other more mundane
policies. Those were the fundamental issues which Dr Goh, who
thought deeply about moral philosophy, wrestled with in his
public life.
Those issues were pertinent in his early years in public life, in
the 1960s, as the foundation of the new nation was being set;
and they continue to be valid, as existential issues. So, it is
interesting to speculate on how Dr Goh may have addressed
some of the more intriguing questions of the day: the distribution
of the national pie, population, immigration, the falling fertility
rate, and so forth. While he kept out of the public eye for some
two decades before his death, there is enough known about him
and his thought process, which the author has explored so
assiduously in his scholarly work, to project that Dr Goh would
have conceived radical ideas. He is sorely missed.
Dr Goh’s interests were wide ranging, and his mind rapier
sharp. That combination enabled him to take a kaleidoscopic
perspective of the issues before him. He was truly a renaissance
man, a humanist, and would wholeheartedly have subscribed to
the sentiments of Tagore in these lines from the Gitanjali:
“Where the mind is without fear and the head is held high;
Where knowledge is free;
...
...
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Where the clear stream of reason has not lost its way into the
dreary, desert sand of dead habit;
Into that heaven of freedom, my Father, let my country awake.”

No one is perfect. With all his many virtues and attributes,
Dr Goh was subject to human foibles and failings. Out of timber
so crooked as that from which man is made, nothing entirely
straight can be built, said Immanuel Kant. So Dr Goh had his
irascible moments, the faltering of judgement, and the occasional
rash, lamented act. They can be forgiven, and most of his victims
probably did forgive. Because of his generosity of spirit and
sterling character, those who worked closely with him, and earned
his confidence, were prepared to go the last mile for him. They
recognized him for what he was: a selfless leader who always put
the public interest before his own. Truly, “He was the noblest of
them all”.
A word about the author and his opus. When the manuscript
arrived and the sub-title, “An Intellectual Biography of Dr Goh Keng
Swee”, popped up, so did my eyebrows. I wondered who that
intrepid author was, whom I had then not met, that ventured
to probe that lofty mind. As I scanned the text, I realized that
Dr Ooi was not exaggerating. I later learned from him that,
astonishingly, he had never met Dr Goh, a fact that enhanced
my esteem for him. He clarified that he had attempted to gain
second-hand insights through interviews with several personalities
that were contemporaries of Dr Goh, but gave up the idea in
favour of a scholarly search of primary sources.
That task he has accomplished in spades. Even to someone
like me who had worked with Dr Goh on-and-off for some thirty
years, the result of Dr Ooi’s labour is a revealing tome. Befitting
his scholarly background, Dr Ooi has painstakingly researched
dozens of references, indeed well over a hundred. And he has
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strung his material and his thoughts together cogently and
convincingly. The product is worthy of patient perusal, but even
Dr Ooi may concede it is not for the faint-hearted.
All who knew Dr Goh well owe the author a debt of gratitude
for so diligently and successfully undertaking the project.
We should thank as well ISEAS and its perspicacious director,
Mr K. Kesavapany, for promoting this project and selecting a very
able scholar to write it.
It is ISEAS’ declared intention to produce biographies of
other leading Singaporeans, particularly the founding fathers. It
is an aspiration that will be applauded by Singaporeans of a
reflective disposition.

J.Y. Pillay
Chairman
Singapore Exchange Limited
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PREFACE

Dr Goh Keng Swee passed away on 14 May 2010, just as I was
finishing Chapter Seven. It was very sad news, of course. I had
hoped to present him with a copy of this book, more for the
symbolism than anything else, you understand. He had after all
been bedridden for many years, following a series of strokes.
I decided then that the next best thing for me to do was to
shift to top gear and finish the book within a month of his death.
I have a weakness for symbolisms.
And so, I hand in my manuscript to ISEAS Publishing now,
on the morning of 14 June 2010. With that, a project that took
three years to do is brought to completion.
It has been a great and undeserved honour for me to study
and to write about this unique man. Being of foreign origins,
I had to discover this Singaporean for the first time. I knew
nothing about the great deeds he performed in his life, and so
was able to be properly awed by them.
I went to his wake at his home in Dunbar Walk. His son, Goh
Kian Chee, was there to receive me, as was his widow, Dr Phua
Swee Liang. Seeing Dr Goh in his casket that day, I wished that
my children were there with me so that I could point to him and
talk to them about who he was. I had after all been filling my
mind with his thoughts for months on end.

xiii
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Preface

Dr Goh’s body was laid in state at Singapore’s Parliament
House for three days, beginning on 19 May. So that morning, my
wife and I took the opportunity to bring along a group of homeeducating families, including our own children, to pay our final
respects. We sat on the granite steps outside Victoria Theatre for
a couple of hours while I talked to the group about this man,
whose passing was prompting young and old Singaporeans to
revisit their national history.
Most of the children present, aged between 4 and 15, had not
heard about Dr Goh, and if they had, knew of him only as a
name they were supposed to recognize for some unclear reason.
The people who were most interested in what I had to say were
not the kids; it was their mothers.
And so, it is to them, and to all Singaporeans, that I dedicate
this book; my humble contribution to the complex saga of The
Little Island that Roared.
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INTRODUCTION

This project suffered a few false starts. I began by looking for
books about Dr Goh. These are surprisingly few, the most
prominent of them being his daughter-in-law Tan Siok Sun’s
recent Goh Keng Swee: A Portrait. It took some time for me to
realize that a book on Dr Goh could not possibly build on
secondary sources and on what interviewees remember about
him, regardless of the state of their memory and how well they
knew him. Although people were most willing to help, useful
documented sources about him were a scarcity.
Besides, Singapore’s historiography suffers a narrative bind
caused not only by the minute size of the island, its small
population and its short history, but also by widespread concerns
about national security and legal consequences. Such conditions
persuade political biographers and historians to rely on interviews
with an ever diminishing group of aging insiders and on limited
access to official documents.
After some ingestion of information about Dr Goh, I saw
that what was lacking once Siok Sun’s book had come out in
2007 was a volume that dealt at length with the man’s thoughts.
After all, he was a thinker above all else, with the qualifier of
course that thought and action were intertwined in his
personality. What better way is there to understand Dr Goh
then than through his own words?
xix
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Introduction

And so, the concept for this book became clear. What was
also gratifying was to learn that he wrote a lot throughout his
life, and already as a young teenager. Furthermore, he was an oldworld politician who had a wonderful command over his language
of choice and who personally wrote practically everything he
allowed to be publicized. He was also highly respected by his
colleagues for his scope of knowledge, and his need to do research
on anything he was to give a talk on.
From that point onwards, the book developed with a dynamic
of its own. All I had to do was find the material, sieve through
them, pick out texts that I found representative of his major
trends of thought, and analyse them within a historical context.
A natural demarcation in Dr Goh’s life was when he became
an elected politician. This occurred exactly when Singapore’s
political situation changed dramatically. I therefore divide this
book into Section One and Section Two — the first dealing with
writings done before he was openly a politician, and the second
with the rest of his life when his thoughts were fully concerned
with the building of the nation. To be sure, the last chapter is
somewhat different and deals largely with his understanding of
the modern world and China’s economic reforms.
Section One is written in a chronological fashion, and covers,
as far as I am able to ascertain, everything that Dr Goh wrote
before winning the Kreta Ayer seat for the first time in 1959.
The same procedure could not be used for Section Two. His
thinking and his achievements were too interlocked throughout
the coming years for them to be represented chronologically.
I therefore chose a thematic approach for the period after
Singapore’s gaining of self-government. What I finally ended
up with was a chapter each on economics, finance, defence,
education, the human element and China. Admittedly, these
extended beyond the concerns of the three portfolios that he
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xxi

was officially in charge of at different times in his life; and acts
poignantly as testament to the holistic and practical frame of
mind that he possessed.
The result is what is best called an intellectual biography. The
narrative weaves selected works by Dr Goh with historical and
biographical details in an attempt to do justice to the richness of
his thinking and in acknowledgement of the fact that his
achievements can only be fully appreciated alongside the
imperatives he experienced.
For the period before 1959, the biographical element is
stronger than the intellectual, and provides the reader with an
account of his early thinking. In Section Two, the latter element
is definitely more prominent.
No doubt, as in all of us, his thinking evolved over time.
However, what is surprising is how consistent his basic ideas
seemed. The primacy of economics in politics was already clear
to him as a boy, as was the importance of hard work and
determination. He threw himself into his times, as it were. Only
after he retired did he have time for himself; but even then his
academic interests were about what we may call “economic
engineering”.
I wish I could mention in a word what the essence of his
thinking was. What “-ism” would suffice? Socialism? Elitism?
Statism? Modern Neo-Confucianism? Asian Nationalism?
Utilitarianism? Economism? Pragmatism?
To all, I have to answer both “Yes” and “No”. He did show
affinity to all these approaches, some more than others, but his
basic tendency was always “achievement-orientated”. Economism
does connote a practical approach, but only if understood in a
sense broader than mere concern with money matters. Pragmatism
describes his thinking as well. Sun Zi, the militarist he admired
most, was definitely a pragmatist. But I fear the term is useful by
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Introduction

virtue of its vague and accommodative nature. Pragmatism is
about means, not ends.
Perhaps it is because we are dealing with someone who lived
in a time when ideologies reigned that we try to summarize his
thoughts and actions. That is really not a fruitful undertaking. In
lieu of a label — in lieu of ideology — he thought in informed
and practical terms. He succeeded in what he set out to do, and
he made Singapore succeed.
Dr Goh wished for results, the foremost of which was
economic growth. For that to occur, national stability and security
was imperative, and that required shrewd institutional manipulation
of global capitalism and judicious control over macro-economic
factors. Since time was a luxury new states do not have, state
participation in economic growth was vital, and in conjunction
with market capitalism if policies were to be effective.
Competition forces people to excel, which meant that welfare
measures had to be eyed with suspicion, and traditional economic
mindsets had to be transformed. After Singapore had gained
stability and security, and the national economic and state finances
had found solidity, the government shifted its attention to
education and moral upbringing. In the case of Dr Goh and in
Singapore policies in general, we witness a strong appreciation of
Confucianism by the late 1970s which went beyond the interest
in ancient generals like Sun Zi and Wu Qi. The search for an
integrated way of thought that would encourage economic
competitiveness, enhance patriotism and develop high-minded
and cultivated citizens pointed towards an old solution.
Confucianism — or at least Legalist Confucianism — became an
attraction, not only for its capacity to strengthen the country,
but also for its ability to provide moral guidance as well.
In a profound sense, therefore, the chapters in Section Two
chart major aspects of nation building in Singapore considered as
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a former English colony in Asia with a Chinese-majority. The
apparent holism that we end up with is thus the sum of the
stages telescoped in time, through which the country — and
Dr Goh — travelled over a half century.
Ooi Kee Beng
ISEAS, Singapore
14 June 2010
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